Stop struggling to track your paperwork the HARD WAY

Make better decisions and grow your Real Estate
Business with powerful dashboards and screens
you can access anytime, anywhere.

• Customizable Dashboards
• Powerful tracking
• Identify and solve problems
• Drive profit
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How do the most successful Real Estate Agents
overcome the massive challenges facing the industry today and
continue to thrive?
We surveyed DOZENS OF AGENTS asking the biggest challenges facing the Real
Estate industry today and this is what we heard:
•
•
•
•

Too much time taken by paperwork (taken away from lead generation)
Keeping track of the items so the deal closes
Staying up to date on what’s required and when
Keeping other team members in the loop quickly and easily

We also asked the MOST SUCCESSFUL AGENTS what they are doing in order to
remain successful despite these challenges and to compete with the big guys.
They had one thing in common. The most successful agents HAVE A SYSTEM TO
TRACK PAPERWORK and use it to free up time to generate more LEADS and
TRANSACTIONS
How do you keep track of your paperwork? We asked many agents this question and
the answer was appalling...
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“How do you currently track your paperwork?”
The diagram below shows the shockingly outdated process many agents are using to track
their paperwork, create dashboards, and communicate to their team.
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Introducing PaperZoom
You are already manually tracking all the data you need, but you have no way to
instantly view and solve problems - until now...
Client info

Client information and all items to
be completed to close deals

PaperZoom
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View dashboards, monitor progress,
solve problems, Grow your business

PaperZoom saves you time by eliminating the tedious task of manually
tracking items and enables you and your team to solve problems, make
improvements, and grow your business
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Here are the benefits PaperZoom will bring to your business
Setup in minutes, start seeing results the same day.
Catch and fix issues faster using real-time data on engaging
dashboards you can access from your computer or mobile
phone.
Increase revenue and drive profit by freeing up your time to
drive leads and new transactions
Fits YOUR business with customizable screens, you can track
any type of deal you want in seconds.

Save precious time entering, preparing, sending, and searching
for information by having a central repository for all your
transactions.
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Here is a quick tour of PaperZoom.
The Dashboard gives you a snapshot of all your transactions on one page.
Access it anywhere
you have internet:
phone, tablet,
computer

Customize the
dashboard to fit your
business by creating
new clients in
seconds

Quickly browse any
client’s transaction
with ease.

Your team can see
data in real time
IMMEDIATELY after
its updated.
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Your client list shows all your active transactions as well as
archived clients

Separate areas for
listings and buyers
with at a glance
address info

Easily add a new
client with only a few
clicks

Listing of all your
previous
transactions, a great
way to keep track of
clients

“One Click”
reactivation of
clients- no need to
retype all their
information
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Easily add new items for your transactions and customize your
dashboard

You can customize
your default items for
listings and buyers
for one click creation
of new transactions
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You can quickly drill into each client to get an at a glance view
of what’s in progress and what needs to be done
Quickly see
information on each
listing or buyer at a
glance

Item status lets you
know what’s
complete. Notes on
each item allow you
to capture “to-dos”

Email reminders let
you know when
items are overdue so
you don’t lose track
of the process

Listing tactics help
you keep track of
what has been done
for each listing (so
you can also tell your
client!)
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Next steps…

To get started today or learn more
Call PaperZoom at
416-809-1963
Or email
jeffrey@paperzoom.ca
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